Whether you have been inspired by our walking tours, attended a lecture or participated in a youth program, you are familiar with the way design shapes the world around us. At SAF, we are dedicated to helping people of all ages connect with design in new ways.

Next **Tuesday, May 5**, we invite you to participate as a partner in **Shape Seattle**, with GiveBIG, the Seattle Foundation’s one-day, online event, in which all donations will be partially matched by the Seattle Foundation. Read on to learn more about upcoming events and how the ways your gift, of any size, will directly impact all we do!

**Design In Depth: Art in Public Lecture**

**May 14, Foster/White Gallery, 6:30 - 8pm**

Whether it’s on the walls of our alleys, an unexpected street corner or along city rooftops, encountering art in our streets causes us to see our surroundings in new ways without ever having to set foot in a gallery. Government ordained, developer sanctioned or on the fly and in the middle of night, art as it appears in public is a powerful purveyor of dialogue. Various art and design professionals speak to the presence of public art in Seattle and the means from which Seattle’s story can be traced.

Doors Open at 6 pm - we invite you to come early to connect with community partners and learn more about public art in our region!
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(Donations made 1/1/14 - 4/28/15). You can find more information on our Sponsor Program [here](#).

**Join Us! Special Promo**
Enjoy great discounts and benefits when you become an SAF member. Your support will allow us to continue connecting people of all ages to the diverse architectural landscape of Seattle.

Perri Howard, Velocity Made Good Studio
Robert Hutchison, Architect
Kathleen Warren, Urban ArtWorks

To read more about our speakers, [click here](#).

Thank you to our Platinum Sponsor:

![Integrus Architecture](#)

and our Gold Sponsor:

**GLY Construction**

Thank you to our Series Sponsor:

![LMN](#)

**Advance Tickets:** $15 General | $10 SAF Members | $5 Students

**Photo:** Urban Artworks

**GiveBIG Next Tuesday, May 5!**

Maximize Your Gift to SAF with a Day of Online Giving

SAF is dedicated to fostering connection to the built environment across participants of all ages. We aim to inspire you, the public and community in conversation on design, architecture and the built environment. Next Tuesday, SAF is participating in the Seattle Foundation's GiveBIG day of online fundraising where donations to participating organizations in Seattle will be partially matched.

**REGISTRATION**

[REGISTER HERE](#)
Receive a complimentary mobile Chinook Book (a $15 value) with purchase of a $40 individual SAF membership or higher! Explore the best that Seattle has to offer and never leave your coupons at home again.

Join/Renew

2015 Model Exhibit: Call for Entries

Callie Clarke
This year’s exhibit theme, FORM, is a word that can be used as either a noun or a verb, both a thing and an action. FORM can be what exists in the world now and what is taking shape. When paired with a range of prefixes and suffixes, FORM takes on new and unique meanings (reFORM, inFORM, uniFORM). What does your practice add to the concept of FORM?

Our Call for Entries is available now! You can submit entries through our Online Form. The deadline to submit entries is Friday, June 5th. Questions? Email Aletheia Wittman.
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Seattle Modern Home Tour
Six Locations Around Seattle, May 2, 11 - 5pm

Ever been curious to take a peek inside Seattle homes? This is your chance to get an insider's look at six amazing modern homes in Seattle with this self-guided tour! SAF is a non-profit partner of this annual event and receives a portion of the proceeds. Advance tickets are $30, and $40 day of event.
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Use Code SAF2015 and receive $5 off the price of your ticket and SAF will benefit, too!

Youth Workshop: Public Space Designs for Freeway Park
May 2 and 9, Callison, 1420 5th Ave, #2400, 11-3pm

This is a two-part workshop in partnership with Callison, where Youth will work in teams to propose a design that could

Mark your calendars and bookmark SAF's giving page donation on May 5.
improve Seattle’s Freeway Park and then build it! Youth will visit Freeway Park and consider the issues connected with public space design such as safety, play, health, flexibility and inclusion. Through architectural drawing, computer modeling software, making and a charrette, youth will develop their ideas from start to finish! Projects will be presented and shared with guest architects.

**Part 1** – Site Visit/Architectural Drawing and Modeling/SketchUp
**Part 2** – Building/On-Site Presentations

FREE program scholarships are always available, [more](#).

Thank you to our Youth Programs Sponsors:
Exxel Pacific, Hargis Engineers & Prime Electric

Tickets: $25 per workshop | $15 per workshop with SAF membership

SAF Tour Season in Full Swing!
**Warmer Weather Brings New Ways to Explore Seattle**

With sunnier skies ahead, SAF’s tour season is back in full-gear. This year, we are pleased to announce several exciting additions to our roster of engaging tours:

- New additions include, Skyscrapers (starting 6/6) and Cascade/South Lake Union (8/8)
• Coming later this season - new tours of Mt. Baker and Ballard, stay tuned!

• Now offered on select Fridays - UW and Pioneer Square tours.

• One of our most popular tours, Greatest Hits, will run every Sunday July - Sept. at 1pm.

Visit our online calendar and learn more about your surroundings!

Tour of the Month: Pioneer Square

May 1, Occidental Mall, 10-12pm

The history of Seattle reads like a funky fairy tale on the brick facades of these hallowed blocks. Stand on the spot where our city fathers waded ashore to found their metropolis. Wander back and forth across the line that once separated polite society from one of America’s most notorious vice districts. Through a gold rush, a Great Fire, and too many rebirths to count, Pioneer Square has remained at the heart of Seattle’s identity. And now, with a new crop of chefs, entrepreneurs, developers, and community groups all staking their claims, Pioneer Square is preparing to absorb yet another layer of Seattle’s story.

Upcoming SAF Events
Spring tours are back! Visit our calendar for the most up to date information and reserve your spot before they fill-up. Private tours are also available, email info@seattlearchitecture.org for more information.

Pioneer Square Tour - May 1 & 23

Architecture 101 Tour: Windows on Seattle's Style - May 2 & 22

Harvard/Belmont District Tour: The Rich Life on Capitol Hill - May 2

Diamonds & Gold Tour: The Art Deco Skyscraper Northwest Style - May 8 & 23

Greatest Hits Tour: Chart Toppers and Heart-Stoppers - May 9 & 29

Art in Public Lecture - May 14

Art + Architecture Tour: Let the Streets Be Your Museum! - May 15

Design Details Tour: Lions, Walruses and Griffins, Oh My! - May 16 & 30

Hidden Spaces/Public Places Tour - May 16

Queen Anne Tour: The Evolution of an Urban Neighborhood - May 16

Purple & Gold Tour: From Gothic to Modern at the UW Core - May 30

Community Events

The Landscape Architecture of Richard Haag:
Book Signing at Peter Miller Books
May 1, 6 - 8pm
Join Peter Miller Books on May Day and come celebrate the life, humor, and influence of Richard Haag, and the new monograph on his work. Rich will be there to sign copies of the book, written by Thaisa Way. He will give a short talk midway in the evening.
More Information

Historic Seattle: Digging Deeper
Fiske Genealogical Library, May 9, 10:30 - 12pm
Digging Deeper is Historic Seattle’s multi-session program designed to provide attendees with behind-the-scenes insight to primary research materials in the many archives and libraries in Seattle and King County. On May 9, visit the Fiske Genealogical Library.
More Information

Seattle Design Fest: Call for Program Entries
Program Proposals due May 22, 5pm
Every September, the Seattle Design Festival brings together designers, community members, experts, and city officials to celebrate how design improves the quality of our lives and our community. Since 2011, the Seattle Design Festival has been presented by Design in Public and AIA Seattle in collaboration with dozens of partner organizations.
More Information

Stay Connected to SAF

Email us at: info@seattlearchitecture.org
Please visit our website: www.seattlearchitecture.org
Donate today: seattlearchitecture.org/donate